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Various business networks, dedicated supply chain finance platforms and purchase-to-pay vendors have developed 
transactional finance solutions for large buyers and their supplier ecosystems, providing easy-to-access digital financial 
services. In addition, seller-focused solutions such as e-factoring and receivable auctions look to replace or augment 
traditional lending techniques. Treasurers have more options to finance receivables then ever, which can enable them to 
inject liquidity at specific times (i.e., quarter end), ad hoc (when cash is needed) or even on a more permanent basis.

Whether it’s reverse factoring, dynamic discounting, receivable auctions, working capital platforms, e-factoring, p-cards 
or other techniques, the options to retire receivables early for treasurers have never been this plentiful or confusing.

Many of these solutions provide an “option value” to a company, such as the ability to opt in when a treasurer needs 
cash. 

Buy-Side Versus Sell-Side Solutions 
As it relates to buy-side networks such as purchase to pay (“P2P”) solutions, e-invoicing, supplier management, 
e-procurement and other network solutions, new opportunities for B2B working capital solutions are arising all the time. 
Much more data science is taking place around contractually committed payables and e-factoring. Data from networks 
like the list below can help funders inject liquidity when needed:

• Has a supplier been on network for more than six months?
• Has a buyer approved an invoice?
• What is the quality of the buyer?
• What is the historical dilution? 

Sell-side solutions are not as mature. Order to Cash (O2C) vendors and e-factoring platforms are dealing with invoices 
that have yet to be submitted to customers. By far the biggest challenge for O2C vendors is that the system does not 
know when the invoice has been approved. They have no visibility into the A/P system of a buyer. Therefore you are 
back to factoring, and it is hard to enhance that model just with technology. And of course what funders are keenly 
concerned with when financing invoices is dilution.
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New models are trying to automate traditional factoring by applying new underwriting tools via one of three invoice 
sources:

• integrate via accounting software and have a button to request finance
• integrate with e-invoicing platforms so when you issue an invoice, it can be financed
• suppliers can also manually upload and submit invoices to platforms

However, there is great potential for cloud-based e-commerce platforms to use a seller-centric version of distributor 
finance. In an OEM or group purchasing model, instead of serving only one buyer and only its approved invoices, the 
seller (such as OEM’s vendor/dealer network or a group purchasing organization) becomes the focus of the service. 
In this model, all of the seller’s accounts are paid in full, at regular intervals. This payment of a vendor’s, dealer’s or 
distributor’s sales accounts is the idea behind distributor finance.

Cloud-based models focus on OEM’s to function as the “middle party” with their dealer/vendor/distributor network 
and its national account customers to manage invoicing, matching, price validation, dispute management, credit and 
collections, payments to its dealers, and collecting receivables from national account customers. 

Why Company Size Matters When It Comes to Adopting Alternative Finance
We see various alternative finance techniques being offered to companies by size:
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It is important to understand the role of corporate treasury, how they are organized and their level of sophistication, 
which can be helpful in understanding new working capital management solutions brought to them. Generally, size 
matters.

a.    Small companies
For small companies under $20 million, corporate treasury and finance typically operate as a unified position or can 
even be handled by the CFO. Options to liquidate receivables are plentiful, as seen in the chart above. Many firms are 
pioneering new finance solutions using invoice data, advanced underwriting platforms and credit risk capabilities. 

b.    Medium-sized companies ($20 million to $1 billion)
Middle market companies are serviced by an array of conventional (banks, factors, ABL) and unconventional (asset 
managers, insurers, specialty finance, etc.) financial firms. 

Middle market companies tend to be more active users of supply chain finance with their larger customers, especially 
when there is a concentration of receivables to one or a few large enterprise customers. A middle market company may 
have $12 million in sales to Lowes. The company may source from a few vendors overseas and get 45 days, and Lowes 
pays them in 90 days. By having access to supply chain finance, they can reduce their DSO tremendously for a big 
portion of their receivables. 

This is especially true in industries that are highly concentrated by large global corporations, such as retail, where you 
have the likes of Home Depot, Lowes and Walmart, or pharma, telecom, consumer package goods (eg. P&G, Unilever) 
and food & beverage, where the giants dominate and push terms to 90, 105 or even 180 days. 

c.    Large companies (>$1 billion)
Most large corporate treasuries operate an in-house investment bank, financial advisor and investment manager and 
use the in-house bank to manage cash flows between subsidiaries.

Financing and capital raising initiatives typically are focused on very large-scale programs such as securitizations, 
asset based lending structures, bank revolvers, capital market debt issuance, etc. P-card programs typically will be the 
responsibility of treasury shared service centers, which must manage compliance and expense reconciliation of various 
p-card programs in use (e.g., T&E, Virtual).

Key Responsibilities for Large Companies Corporate Treasurer
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One alternative finance option used by large corporations is supply chain finance. While thought of as a funding 
arrangement where large investment grade buyers offer their balance sheet in return for cheaper financing costs, we 
have seen other uses by large corporations. For example, a company may sell its receivables to lower their exposure to a 
finically weaker customer, or it may need extra cash for its own liquidity requirements.

How Alternative Finance and Traditional Lending Differ
When comparing alternative forms of finance to traditional sources, there are a few key dimensions that need to be 
understood.

a.    Receivables as collateral
Traditional lending is typically secured on assets. Lenders will use fixed assets, accounts receivable and inventory, and 
engage in factoring, purchase order financing, leasing, etc. to help companies secure credit. They will typically file a lien 
on those assets, which prevents the encumbered property from being sold, refinanced or conveyed in any manner.

For alternative finance techniques, there is no secured lending. All lending is unsecured. This is a big advantage for 
companies, but leads us into the second point.

b.    Permanency of capital
Companies do not want to have a source of funding here today and gone tomorrow. Traditional lending is contract-
oriented, while some techniques that are part of alternative finance may be here today but not necessarily in six months 
or a year.

c.    What receivables are eligible?
Asset-based loans are usually written on receivables and inventory, and lenders screen the books extensively to decide 
which receivables are eligible for the "borrowing base.” This may leave a huge chunk of receivables ineligible.

Alternative finance does not have the same limitations, as all receivables generally are eligible for finance.

d.    Credit enhancement
Typically, secured lenders require companies to add insurance to enhance the borrowing base of receivables. This 
increases the cost but also enables potential higher limits to be put in place. Alternative finance, again being unsecured 
finance, does not require insurance.

e.   Relationships and Lending
Traditional lenders can offer an array of financing solutions that are backed by various forms of collateral and can be 
quite flexible in the facilities they provide – term loans, A/R facilities, inventory lines, leases, etc. With many alternative 
finance options, there is not someone a treasurer can call when certain cash flow situations arise needing special 
attention.
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Final Thoughts
In today's credit environment, corporate treasuries have to manage fluctuating needs for liquidity and find innovative 
ways to improve cash flows while keeping interest costs low. New techniques on both the buy side and sell side are 
offering options for liquidity. Much of this is being driven by connected B2B networks, which combine the power of rich, 
real-time information with funding sources to make an informed credit decision. These options are giving treasurers of 
all sizes new alternatives for funding their receivables. 

Further information on this topic and others can be found at the website: www.spendmatters.com. Reproduction of this publication in any form without 

prior written approval is forbidden. The information in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Spend Matters disclaims all 

warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of such information and shall have no liability for errors, omissions, or inadequacies in the 

information contained herein or for interpretations thereof. The reader assumes sole responsibility for the selection of these materials to achieve its 

intended result. The opinions express herein are subject to change without notice. 

revolutionized how the world’s largest organizations manage and protect their financial assets. By connecting best 
practices with deep expertise, Corcentric’s Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable automation solutions enable 
organizations to reduce costs, streamline processes, and provide unmatched visibility executives need to make critical 
business decisions. For more information, visit corcentric.com.
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